
3 SECRETS 
FOR CREATING 
A LIFELONG 
MUSICIAN



Have you ever tried to get your child to do something they don’t want to 
do? Whether it’s washing their hands before dinner or finishing their 
homework - fighting with your kids can quickly suck all the joy out of any 
activity.

So when it comes to music lessons, you want something your child is 
going to love! As the saying goes - practice makes perfect - so what you 
really want is something your child will keep on loving.

I’m sure you’ve heard horror stories about boring piano lessons. Maybe 
you even have your own! I remember mine with good ole’ Mrs. Stang - her 
name tells you everything you need to know, bless her heart. 

The moral of this story is this:  if your child is going to be a musician for 
life, you’re going to need lessons that they enjoy and keep them engaged.

With that in mind, here are my 3 secrets to turning your child into a 
lifelong musician:

Even though I don’t normally recommend giving dessert at every meal - 
when it comes to music lessons my advice changes. Except dessert isn’t 
ice cream, it’s “Mary Had a Little Lamb,” or the latest Top 40 hit. 

Your child needs to have a musical success right away. Something they 
like and something they can play easily. Our specially matched teachers 
are awesome at making this happen early and often. 

1. Give them what they like!



It sounds confusing, but it’s simple. For beginners, Stick to around 10-20 
minutes a day of practice, but shoot for 5 days a week. As you progress 
the time increases but don’t overdo it. After training thousands of children, 
we know what sets apart those who become lifelong musicians - it’s 
practice.

The perfect lesson from the perfect teacher will only get your student so 
far. The rest is up to them, but it doesn’t have to be a burden. Short 
practice sessions most days will yield amazing results. Print out our 
bonus practice tracker on the next page!

2. Practice a little, but a lot!

Your child needs a teacher they like and connect with. And since every 
child shows up to their music lesson with their own ability and interests - 
teachers are not one size fits all. 

At Mobile Music Academy we have over 50 teachers. And while they all 
meet our high standards for quality, they each bring their own special 
something to every lesson. Based on the thousands of kids we’ve trained, 
we make a match between teacher and student that is sure to be a 
success.

Directions: Consistency is your best friend, shoot for 5 days a week, start 
with 10 -15 minutes per practice and work your way to more time when 
ready. See if you can get to 50 minutes per week!

3. The Right Teacher
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Directions: Consistency is your best friend, shoot for 5 days a week, start 
with 10 -15 minutes per practice and work your way to more time when 
ready. See if you can get to 50 minutes per week!

Ready to find the perfect teacher for your child? 
Schedule a free lesson consultation at https://mmamusic.com/
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